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Abstract—The deployment of renewable energy sources, power-
to-gas (P2G) systems, and zero-emission vehicles provide a syner-
gistic opportunity to accelerate the decarbonization of both power
and transportation system. This article investigates the prospects of
implementing hydrogen P2G technology in coupling the power sys-
tem and the transportation system. A novel coordinated long-term
planning model of integrated power and transportation system
(IPTS) at the regional scale is proposed to simulate the power
system balance and travel demand balance simultaneously, while
subject to a series of constraints, such as CO2 emission constraints.
IPTS of Texas was investigated considering various CO2 emission
cap scenarios. Results show unique decarbonization trajectories of
the proposed coordinated planning model, in which IPTS prefers
to decarbonizing the power sector firstly. When the power system
reaches ultralow carbon intensity, the IPTS then focuses on the road
transportation system decarbonization. The results show that with
the P2G system, IPTS of Texas could achieve 100% CO2 emission
reductions (relative 2018 emissions level) by adding a combination
of approximately 143.5 GW of wind, 50 GW of solar PV, and 40 GW
of P2G systems with 2.5% renewables curtailment. The integration
of the P2G system can produce hydrogen by use of surplus RES
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generation to meet hydrogen demand of Fuel cell electric vehicles
(FCEVs) and to meet multiday electricity supply imbalances.

Index Terms—Capacity expansion, fuel cell electric vehicle,
integrated power and transportation system, power-to-gas
technology, smart charging.

NOMENCLATURE

A. Abbreviations
BEV Battery electric vehicle.
ICEV Internal combustion engine vehicle.
FCEV Fuel cell electric vehicle.
HRS Hydrogen refueling station.
P2G Power-to-gas.
P2P Power-to-gas-to-power.
BESS Battery energy storage system.
IPTS Integrated power and transportation system.
O&M Operational and maintenance costs.
EVSE Electric vehicle supporting equipment.
H2 Hydrogen.
B. Indices
z Index of load zone.
g Index of generation technology.
f Index of fuel type.
l Index of transmission line.
v Index of vehicle type.
s Index of storage technology.
t Index of hour.
r Index of pipeline type.
P Index of parking locations of vehicles.
ΨFz Index set of fossil-fuel-fired generators in load

zone z.
ΨRz Index set of renewable energy generators in

load zone z.
ΨBEV
z Index set of BEVs in load zone z.

ΨFCEV
z Index set of FCEVs in load zone z.

ΨICV
z Index set of ICEVs in load zone z.

ΨES
z Index set of energy storages in load zone z.

φBEV Index set of BEVs.
φICEV Index set of ICEVs.
Lin
z Index set of transmission lines whose flows are

directed into load zone z.
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Lout
z Index set of transmission lines whose flows are

out of load zone z.
C. Variables
P z,g,t Electric power output of generators [MW].
Uz,g,ton Commitment capacity of generators [MW].
Nz,v The population of vehicle category [unit].
GzHRS Capacity of hydrogen refueling station (HRS)

[kg H2/day].
GsES,E Energy- related capacity of storage technology

[MWh].
GsES,P Power- related capacity of storage technology

[MW].
P z,v,t
EV Electricity charging power of electric vehicle

category v in load zone z at hour t [MW].
SZ,g,ton Additional capacity to startup of generators

[MW].
DZ,g,t

down Additional capacity to shutdown of generators
[MW].

P z,g,tup , P z,g,tdown Spinning up/ down reserves of generators
[MW/hour].

P z,s,t
Dis,up Spinning up reserves of storage category s

[MW/hour].
P z,s,t
Dis,down Spinning down reserves of storage category s

[MW/hour].
Gz,g Total generation capacity of generators [MW].
Dz,r

Pipe, Diameter of gas pipeline type [m].
Fl,t Power flow of transmission line l.
I lcap Total transmission capacity of transmission

line l.
D. Parameters
CRF Capital recovery factor.
cginv Investment cost of generators [$/MW].
clL,cap Investment cost of transmission lines [$/MW].
cgFOM Fixed O&M cost of generators [$/MW-year].
clL,FOM Fixed O&M cost of transmission line [$/MW-

year].
cgVOM Variable O&M cost of generators [$/MWh].
hg Heat rate of generators [MMBtu/MWh].
cffuel Fuel cost of fuel type [$/MMBtu].
cgon Start-up cost of generators [$/MW].
cvveh,PC The purchase cost of vehicle category [$/vehi-

cle].
cvveh,IF The investment cost of charging piles of vehi-

cle category [$/vehicle].
cvveh,FOM Fixed O&M cost of vehicle category

[$/vehicle-year].
cHRS Investment cost of HRS [$/kg H2].
AVDTv Annual vehicle distance travel of vehicle cat-

egory [km/vehicle-annual].
fcrv Fuel economy of vehicle category v ([gallon

gasoline/km] for ICEVs, [kWh/km] for BEVs,
[kg H2/km] for FCEVs).

csinv,E Energy-related capital costs of storage tech-
nology [$/MWh].

csinv,P Power- related capital costs of storage technol-
ogy [$/MW].

cz,rPipe Investment cost of pipelines type.
dz,rpipe Transmission distance of pipelines.
fPipe(D

z,r
Pipe) 0.064 ·Dz,r

Pipe − 0.2799 is a pipeline cost cal-
culation equation ($/km) [1].

czES, EFOM Fixed O&M cost of storage technology
[$/MWh-year].

czES. VOM Variable operational cost of storage technol-
ogy [$/MWh].

dhzES Maximum discharging hours of energy storage
in rated generation capacity.

Gz,g Cumulative generation capacity upper of gen-
erators.

Nz,v Cumulative vehicle fleet population upper.
I lcap Cumulative capacity upper of transmission

lines.
Δt Duration of a time interval [1 hour in this

article].
Dz,t Electricity demand of load zone z at hour t

[MW].
cfz,g,t The hourly capacity factors for generator g

hour t (1 for thermal generators).
dz,gmin The minimum dispatch fraction (minimum

load) of the committed capacity for generation
technology i.

RUz,g, RDz.g Ramp-up/ down ratio limitation of generation
technology g.

T z,gon , T
z,g
off Minimum on time/ off-line time of generation

technology g.
βz,g Capacity credit of generation technologies

[%].
Rup

load, R
down
load Spinning up/ down ratio requirement related

to electricity demand [%].
Rup

RES, R
down
RES Spinning up/ down reserve ratio requirement

related to renewable generation output [%].
efemi CO2 emission per unit energy consumption of

fuel category f [kg CO2/MMBtu]. 93.28 for
coal and 53.06 for natural gas.

EMCO2 Total carbon emission allowance for IPTS [ton
CO2/year].

Ez,s,tES Energy storage level at hour t [MWh].
ηsin, η

s
out Charging/discharging efficiency of storage

technology z [%].
εES, εES Lower/upper energy limit for storage technol-

ogy z. [%].
τ ceil((GzES,E/G

z
ES,P)/24) That rounds ele-

ment of τ to the nearest integer greater than
or equal to that element.

Hz,s,t
Dis Discharging power of P2P systems to HRSs

through pipelines or truck trailers [MW].
ηzpipe Transmission efficiency of pipelines in load

zone z [%].
feH2 Low heating value of H2 [33.3 kWh/kg].
ffr(G

z,r
Pipe) π(GrPipe/2)2 · velH2 · denH2 · 3600, which

is the function to calculate maximum flow rate
of pipelines [kg H2/hour].

velH2 H2 velocity [m/s].
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denH2 H2 density [kg/m3].
Qz,v,t

FCEV H2 refueling rate of FCEVs [kg H2/hour].
Qz,tHRS Hydrogen storage level of HRSs at hour t.
εHRS, εHRS Minimum/ maximum levels of residual energy

in HRSs.
EVDhz,v,tEV Hourly zone demand of BEV fleet [kW].
Ez,v,t

EV Energy capacity level of vehicle category v in
load zone z at hour t ([kWh] for BEVs and [kg
H2] for FCEVs).

ηvEV Charging/refueling efficiency of vehicle cate-
gory v [%].

VDTv
EV Daily vehicle distance drive of vehicle cate-

gory v [km/day].
PVDTz,v,t

EV Percentage of daily vehicle distance traveled
of vehicles [%].

εEV, εEV Minimum/ maximum levels of residual energy
in all vehicle categories. [%].

EnerEVvEV Rated energy capacity of vehicle category v
([kWh] for BEVs, [kg H2] for FCEVs).

CapEVSEv,pEV Rated charging power of EVSE in dwell loca-
tion p for vehicle category v [kW].

ProLocv,p,tEV Percentage of vehicle category v parking in
location p in time t [%].

CPEVv,pEV The number of EVSE to EV ratio in
location p.

α The number of days for a vehicle can drive in
full SOC.

I. INTRODUCTION

D ECARBONIZATION of the energy system requires ur-
gent actions on all sectors. Power and transportation

sectors remain the world’s major obstacles for effective CO2
emission reduction [2]. Increasing variable renewable energy
(VRE) like wind and solar will bring strong challenges that
ensure continuous balances between electricity generation and
consumption on both short-term and long-term scales [3]. For
instance, outputs of VRE are uncertain and exhibit variable
diurnal and seasonal patterns, leading to more frequent net
load fluctuations and more requirement for flexibility in the
power system [4]. Besides, BEVs and FCEVs are main options
to decarbonize transportation sectors in the future [5]. The
both options highly rely on electricity from power generation
or hydrogen fuel generated from electrolysis, which are more
closely linked to the power system [6]. Amid these trends, power
generation and mobility are expected to interweave more and
more, leading to an integrated energy system. Transportation
electrification would increase overall electricity demand in the
power system, leading to more generation capacity, transmission
and distribution capacity [6], and CO2 emissions for power
systems. The importance of integrating power and transporta-
tion sectors is growing, especially under the rising amount of
BEVs and FCEVs [7], and climate policies. Previous studies
have examined at least three important problems related to the
coupled power and transportation systems. First, many studies
have investigated the integrated charging power profiles of BEVs
into the power system operation both temporally and spatially.

These studies usually formulate power and transportation system
models, in which the former is modeled as an optimal power
flow problem, and the latter is modeled as a flexible load that
can be dispatched by either time-of-use electricity prices [8]
or system operators directly [9], achieving economic dispatch
while meeting a series security constraints [10], [11]. Past studies
indicate that vehicle-grid integration can provide the power sys-
tem with substantial flexibility [12], reducing peak demand [13],
load balancing [7], frequency regulation, reducing curtailment of
renewable generation [12], and participating in ancillary services
[11]. BEV diversity (vehicle types, use patterns, and charging
options), accessibility of charging infrastructures, time-of-use
(TOU) tariffs, generation mixes, and network structures play
important roles in integrating EV charging load into the power
system with an increasing electrified fleet of vehicles. The
second related body of research addresses the power system
planning problem considering BEV charging demand, i.e., min-
imize the total cost of the power system. The mobility demand is
usually regarded as an exogenous parameter in the power system
capacity expansion model through scenario analysis to explore
the effects of EVs on the power system operation and planning
[6], [14], [15]. In [6] and [16], a power system capacity expan-
sion model integrated larger-scale EVs is presented. The results
indicate that a necessary increase in electricity generation ca-
pacity and transmission capacity occurred due to transportation
electrification in U.K. and China. Meanwhile, TOU tariffs and
smart charging strategy of EVs enable further reduce capacity
and transmission requirements, national peak demand, and so
on. Third, vehicle population mix can be optimized coordinately
with the generation capacity of the power system to achieve
deep decarbonization simultaneously. Brozynski and Leibowicz
[17] developed an energy system optimization model for unban-
scale decarbonization involving power and transportation sec-
tors. The optimal decarbonization pathway proceeds through
two distinct stages, first reducing power sector emissions, then
electrifying transportation. Colbertaldo et al. [18] compared a set
of medium- and long-term scenarios for power generation and
road transport in Italy, indicating that power-to-gas technology is
expected to be a key role in interacting power and transportation
systems.

Moreover, very high penetrations of renewable energy sources
(RES) facilitate the deployment of energy storage to reduce RES
curtailment and help to shift the energy imbalance during multi-
day periods [3], [4]. The energy storage technologies have differ-
ent physical characteristics (e.g., discharge durations, round-trip
efficiencies) and grid applications (load-shifting, frequency reg-
ulation). The most studied energy storage technologies are BESS
and P2G. Currently, the cost of energy storage is a major obstacle
to their deployment and application in the power grid. However,
dramatic cost reductions in BESS in the future will show its
significant potential in balancing grid power imbalance [19].
P2G is based on the conversion of electrical power to gaseous
fuel, especially power to hydrogen via electrolysis plus hydrogen
storage. P2G can couple the power sector with other sectors
(e.g., mobility) and, thus, contribute to their decarbonization of
both sectors. If hydrogen fuel is reused to produce electricity
via either fuel cells or gas turbines, it refers to P2P technology
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[20]. P2G/P2P system can store electricity during low demand
periods and supply energy during high demand periods, enabling
to capture variations of VRE generation. P2G/P2P offers the
advantage of multiple possible hydrogen use pathways, among
others: direct use as fuel for transportation and reconversion to
electricity via fuel cells [21]. Towards 100% renewable electric-
ity grid could require massive storage technologies (including
pumped hydro storage, compressed air energy storage, and
hydrogen storage system) in different time scales (hourly, daily,
and seasonally) [22]. Many studies have been devoted to the
techno-economic assessment for hydrogen storage technologies
focusing on hydrogen production [23], delivery [24], and storage
[25]. However, there is a lack of understanding of the value of
P2G/P2P technologies to facilitate sector coupling, i.e., connect-
ing and integrating different applications such as transportation
and power generation, to stabilize the supply and demand of
energy in the integrated energy system.

Thus, there is a need to coordinate optimize the operation and
planning of IPTS to affordable deep decarbonization outcomes.
Current studies related to IPTS decarbonization pathways have
two major limitations. First, these works have little research
on coordinate planning between the power and transportation
systems, as the number of BEVs or the share of BEVs in the
total number of vehicles is usually regarded as an exogenous
parameter. Moreover, transportation sector demand is simplified
without considering drive characteristic differences and EVSE
requirements in the vehicle category, as light-duty vehicles and
heavy-duty vehicles have different drive characteristics. Sec-
ond, models cannot effectively model the role of P2G/P2P in
integrating power and transportation system to allow for deep
decarbonization of IPTS through the excess RES generation.
Including operation constraints and capital costs of hydrogen
delivery and hydrogen refueling station allows for a more real-
istic representation of the operation and planning process, the
ability of hydrogen storage technology to benefit from providing
transportation fuel and generation fuel, which is of particular
importance on the high renewable power systems, and more
accurate characterization of P2G/P2P operation parameters.

Therefore, a coordinated planning model for decarbonizing
IPTS with P2G technology is proposed to understand better
the role of P2G system in deep decarbonization of IPTS. The
network-constraint hourly generation dispatch model and hourly
travel and energy demand of vehicles are considered. This ar-
ticle investigates the large-scale, low-carbon transition towards
higher penetration of RES and zero-emission vehicles for IPTS
at regional scale. This article focuses on the optimal installed
capacity mix, energy storage capacity, and vehicle category
population in Texas in 2018, under different CO2 emission cap
scenarios.

The main contributions of this article are summarized as
follows.

1) A novel coordinated planning model of IPTS is proposed
for the optimized investment and operation of power and
transportation system. The model effectively reflects the
coordinated decarbonization trajectories of IPTS.

2) The hourly charging/refueling demand of different types
of zero-emission vehicles (BEVs and FCEVs) considering

Fig. 1. Schematic of the integrated power and transportation sector structure.

vehicle characteristics and driving characteristics is estab-
lished. It allows different vehicle types with different fuel
types to be integrated into IPTS to effectively model road
transportation systems.

3) The P2G technology is introduced into the IPTS, and the
processes of hydrogen production, storage, and delivery
to realize multisectors coupling are designed in detail.

4) The IPTS test simulation in Texas considering power
dispatch and transmission network constraints is modeled
to reflect the possible evolution of IPTS in different de-
carbonization pathways.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. The frame-
work of the proposed integrated energy system is presented in
Section II. Section III describes the proposed planning tool for
integrated power and transportation system. Section IV presents
data and scenario definitions. The simulation results are dis-
cussed in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes this article.

II. FRAMEWORK

A. Integrated Power and Transportation System

The proposed IPTS structure based on P2G systems is shown
in Fig. 1. The power system includes RES power plants (e.g.,
wind, solar PV, and hydropower), thermal power plants (e.g.,
coal, natural gas, nuclear, and biomass), energy storage system
(e.g., BESS, P2G system), and electricity transmission networks.
The road transportation system includes different fuel and ve-
hicle types of vehicles (e.g., ICEVs, BEVs, FCEVs, passen-
ger vehicles, and trucks) and charging/refueling infrastructures
(e.g., electricity charging stations and HRS). The P2G system
is connected to power and transportation systems, where the
P2G system includes P2G units (e.g., water electrolyzer), gas to
power units (e.g., gas turbine and fuel cell), gas wells, and gas
delivery network.

This article considers the deployment of renewable electricity
supply, energy storage technologies, and alternative vehicle
technologies to investigate the influence of P2G systems on IPTS
decarbonization. A linear programming model that simultane-
ously optimizes electricity and transportation system planning
and operation for a single year is formulated, with a temporal
resolution of one hour.

B. Power System

In the power system, the electricity is produced by power
plants and then transported from energy sources to the load
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through the electricity transmission network. The electricity
network constraint is molded through the dc power flow. After
P2G system is integrated into power systems, surplus renewables
power can be converted to hydrogen through electrolyzers. Hy-
drogen can be converted into electricity through fuel cells or
gas turbines to meet the electricity demand shortage. Moreover,
hydrogen can be transported to the hydrogen refueling stations
(HRSs) through gas delivery network to meet mobility demand.
Notably, due to nonlinear characteristics of the gas pipeline
networks, including compressor operation and gas flow [26],
[27], gas pipeline networks in this article are assumed to be a
linear input and output network, where the gas volumetric flow
is the constant value determined by pipeline factors.

In the power systems, the integrated generation capacity ex-
pansion and transmission capacity expansion model are built
to determine the optimal size of the energy storage systems,
power generation, the hourly operation of the power system,
and electricity transmission lines while meeting a series of
technical and policy constraints. Short-term and long-term en-
ergy storage can be deployed. Most of the recent short-term
energy storage system such as pumped hydro and lithium-ion
(Li-ion), has a typical 4 h of duration at rated power. Short-term
energy storage enables daily energy time shift. Long-term energy
storage is considered as from 10 to 100 h of durations at rated
power [28]. In this article, Li-ion batteries are considered as a
typical short-term energy storage system, and hydrogen P2G
systems are considered as typical long-term energy storage. The
corresponding techno-economic assumptions, e.g., electricity
load profiles, fossil fuel prices, technology cost, and legacy
generation capacity, are provided.

C. Transportation System

The transportation system studied in this article is road trans-
portation, where vehicles involve a variety of fuels and vehicle
types. The daily travel characteristics (e.g., departure/arrive
time, dwell place, dwell time, and travel purpose) are the same
for the same vehicle type with different fuel types. Thus, the
total energy consumptions and CO2 emissions of vehicles with
different fuel and vehicle types can be estimated by the vehicle
stock, fuel consumption rates of vehicles, and the annual vehicle
traveled distances. The annual energy demand of vehicles is
proportional to the vehicle fleet. This assumption can prove that
existing gasoline- and diesel-powered vehicles could be shifted
to zero-emission vehicles to reduce CO2 emissions without
significantly changing the driving behaviors of drivers.

The daily electricity demands from BEVs are scaled up by
the vehicle fleet to add to the electricity grid load, thus affecting
the generation capacity and transmission capacity requirements,
and operation of a power grid. There are some common charging
strategies that can be utilized, such as unmanaged charging,
smart charging, and OFF-peak charging strategies [10]. The elec-
tric vehicle supporting equipment (EVSE) requirements need to
coordinate with BEV deployment. The vehicle-to-grid model of
vehicles is beyond the scope of this article.

The hydrogen is produced by P2G system using excess
renewables power to meet FCEVs hydrogen demand, thanks

to possible long-term storage technologies and short refueling
times. P2G system is assumed to be in each node of electricity
transmission networks. FCEV supporting equipment, including
HRSs and gas delivery network, are modeled to simulate hydro-
gen delivery dynamics in each local node. For instance, hydrogen
produced by P2G system can be stored directly into hydrogen
storages or transported to HRSs through local hydrogen delivery
networks. The capacity requirement of HRSs needs to meet the
daily refueling profiles of FCEVs.

The fossil fuel consumption of ICEVs, such as gasoline and
diesel, does not have an impact on the operation of the power
grid. Thus, the energy consumptions of ICEVs can be directly
calculated.

The spatial resolution of daily mobility routes between typ-
ical visited locations (home, workplace, and public places) is
considered in this article. Notably, the transportation network
involving specific traffic flows and route choices of vehicles
is beyond the scope of this article. Thus, the charging/refueling
demand of vehicles occurs in each node, meaning that no detailed
transportation networks.

III. OPTIMIZATION MODEL

The proposed coplanning model of IPTS assumes that there
are government administrations that can collaborate power and
transportation systems to make planning and operation deci-
sions. The main purpose of the proposed model is to investigate
long-term planning and operation guidance. The combinations
of capital costs and efficiency of energy storage system, CO2

caps, and FCEVs’ purchase costs drive the power and trans-
portation sectors. The coplanning model is applied to generate
and explore the future scenarios of IPTS and analyze the CO2

emission benefits, and economic benefits of the P2G system.

A. Objective Function

The proposed model is formulated as a linear program that
determines the least-cost power and transportation infrastruc-
tures combinations, vehicle population mixes, and operational
schedules that satisfy electricity and mobility demands, subject
to a series of technical and policy constraints

minCRF · (CInvPower + CInvTrans + CInvES

)
+ COp

Power + COp
Trans

+ COp
ES (1)

CInvPower =
∑
z,g

Gz,g · cginv +
∑
l

clL,cap · I lcap (2)

COP
Power =

∑
z,g,t

P z,g,t · hg · cffuel· � t+
∑
z,g,t

P z,g,t · cgVOM· � t

+
∑
z,g,t

Sz,g,ton · cgon +
∑
z,g

Gz,g · cgFOM +
∑
l

clL,FOM · I lcap
(3)

CInvTrans =
∑
z,v

Nz,v · cvveh,PC +
∑

z,v∈φBEV

Nz,v · cvveh,IF

+GzHRS · cHRS (4)
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COP
Trans =

∑
z,v∈φICEV

Nz,v ·AVDTv · fcrv · cffuel

+
∑
z,v

Nz,v · cvveh,FOM (5)

CInvES =
∑
z,s

Gz,sES,Ec
s
inv,E +Gz,sES,P c

s
inv,P + fPipe

(
Dz,r

Pipe

)

· cz,rPipe · dz,rpipe (6)

COP
ES =

∑
z,s,t

(
PDisz,s,t + PChz,s,t

) · csES,V OM

+
∑
z,s

Gz,sES,E · csES,EFOM (7)

where CInvPower reflects the investment cost of building new gen-
eration capacity of the total generation capacity and transmission
lines. COPPower is the operation and fixed O&M costs of the
power system, including fuel costs, variable costs, and startup
costs of generators, and fixed O&M costs of transmission lines.
CInvTrans represents investment cost for the transportation sector,
including purchase costs and fixed O&M cost for vehicles and
investment cost for charging/ refueling infrastructures. COPTrans
represents the operation and fixed O&M costs for the trans-
portation sector, including fuel cost for gasoline and hydrogen
delivery cost. CInvES represents the investment cost of storage
systems. COPES represents the operation and fixed O&M cost of
energy storage systems.

B. Investment Constraints of the IPTS

The investment constraints of generating technologies are
based on the resource potential, technology development, land
uses, and policy targets

0 ≤ Gz,g ≤ Gz,g (8)∑
z,v

Nz,v =Nz,v (9)

0 ≤ Gz,sES,E ≤ dhsES ·Gz,sES,P (10)

0 ≤ I lcap ≤ I lcap, ∀t, l (11)

where (8) determines upper limit for new installed capacity
of power plant g. For existing power plants, the generation
capacity is a constant value, while the generation capacity of
proposed generators is a decision variable. Equation (9) makes
sure that total vehicle stock should be equal to the existing
vehicle stocks. Equation (10) determines maximum discharging
hours for different energy storage technologies. Equation (11)
determines maximum generation capacity upper of transmission
lines.

C. Operational Constraints of the Integrated Energy System

At each time step t, a series of operating constraints are
considered. Constraint (12) ensures the power balance in each
load zone, where the charging demands from BEVs are modeled
as additional demand. The daily charging/refueling profiles of

EVs/FCEVs are further discussed in Section III-F. Constraint
(13) ensures that transmission power flows of transmission lines
are within the maximum capacity∑

g∈ΨG
z

P z,g,t +
∑
l∈Lin

z

ηleff · Fl,t +
∑
s∈ΨES

z

P z,s,tDis = Dz,t

+
∑
s∈ΨES

z

P z,s,tCh

+
∑

v∈ΨBEV
z

P z,v,tEV +
∑
l∈Lout

z

ηleff · Fl,t (12)

− I lcap ≤ Fl,t ≤ I lcap, ∀t, l. (13)

The power outputs limitation of generators formulated
from constraint (14), in which the first constraint en-
sures that the output of thermal generators must be either
[dz,gmin · Uz,g,ton , Uz,g,ton ]when online or zero when offline, and
the second constraint ensures that the output of renewable
energy generators cannot exceed the maximum available out-
puts based on forecasting capacity factors. Constraint (15)
defines the relationship between the commitment level and
the startup/shutdown decisions. Constraint (16) indicates that
startup/shutdown decisions are limited by the maximum avail-
able output{

dz,gmin · Uz,g,ton ≤ P z,g,t ≤ Uz,g,ton , ∀g ∈ ψFz
0 ≤ P z,g,t ≤ cfz,g,t ·Gz,g, ∀g ∈ ψRz

(14)

Uz,g,ton − Uz,g,t−1
on = Sz,g,ton −Dz,g,t

down, ∀g ∈ ψFz (15)

0 ≤ Sz,g,ton , Dz,g,t
down ≤ Gz,g, ∀g ∈ ψFz . (16)

The ramp-up and down limitation of thermal generators are
formulated as follows:{

P z,g,t+1 − P z,g,t ≤ RUz,g ·Gz,g
P z,g,t − P z,g,t+1 ≤ RDz,g ·Gz,g . (17)

The minimum ON/OFF time constraints of thermal generators
are formulated as follows:

Uz,g,ton ≥
t∑

τ=t−T z,g
on

Sz,g,ton (18)

Gz,g − Uz,g,ton ≥
t∑

τ=t−T z,g
off

Dz,g,t
down (19)

where (18) represents minimum up times rules that require all
capacity that was started up during minimum uptime interval.
Minimum downtime constraint is formulated in (19).

To address system generation adequacy, the planning reserve
constraint is formulated to measure the amount of generation
capacity available to meet expected demand in the planning hori-
zon. The capacity credit value varies by generation technology.
For simplicity, the capacity credit value is fixed by generation
technology ∑

g∈ΨG
z

βz,g ·Gz,g +
∑
s

Gz,sES,P
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≥ max

⎛
⎝Dz,t +

∑
v∈ΨBEV

z

P z,v,tEV

⎞
⎠ (20)

where the second term in the right-hand side represents the
maximum charging power requirement for BEVs.

Spinning reserve constraints ensure that the generation fleet
has enough up- and down-ramping capacity to address possible
forecast errors, generation, or transmission outages. Constraint
(21) defines upward spinning reserves supplied by thermal
generators and energy storage systems. Constraint (22) defines
downward spinning reserves supplied by thermal generators,
energy storage systems, and wind/solar PV. Wind and solar
can provide downward services by generation curtailment. Con-
straint (23) ensures that the output of thermal generators should
be above downward reserves and below commit capacity minus
upward reserves

∑
g∈ψF

z

P z,g,tup +
∑
z

P z,s,tDis,up ≥ Rup
load

⎛
⎝Dz,t +

∑
v∈ψBEV

z

P z,v,tEV

⎞
⎠

+Rup
RES

∑
g∈ψR

z

P z,g,t (21)

∑
g∈ψF

z

P z,g,tdown +
∑
s

P z,s,tDis,down +
∑
g∈ψR

z

P z,g,t

≥ Rdown
RES

∑
g∈ψR

z

P z,g,t +Rdown
load

⎛
⎝Dz,t +

∑
v∈ψBEV

z

P z,v,tEV

⎞
⎠
(22)

P z,g,tdown ≤ P z,g,t ≤ Uz,g,ton − P z,g,tup , ∀g ∈ ψGz . (23)

D. CO2 Emission Constraints

CO2 emissions come from coal-fired power plants and gas-
fired power plants for power generation and internal combustion
engine vehicle (ICEVs) for powering vehicles through fuels,
such as gasoline and diesel. The annual CO2 emissions of the
integrated energy system are limited by CO2 emission cap∑
z,t,g∈GF

P z,g,t · hg · efemi +
∑

z,v∈φICV

Nz,v ·VDTv · fcrvefemi

≤ EMCO2. (24)

E. Modeling Storage System Dynamics

The energy constraints of battery are formulated from (25)
to (28). Equation (25) tracks the evolution of the stored energy
level of battery based on the charge and discharge power at each
time period. Constraints (26) and (27) limit the charge/discharge
power capacity and energy level of battery. Constraints (28)
ensures that the energy level at the initial and end of each day
should be equal

Ez,s,t+1
ES = Ez,s,tES + P z,s,tCh · ηsin ·Δt− P z,s,tDis

ηsout
·Δt (25)

{
0 ≤ P z,s,tCh ≤ Gz,sES,p

0 ≤ P z,s,tDis ≤ Gz,sES,p

(26)

Gz,sES,E · εES ≤ Ez,s,tES ≤ Gz,sES,E · εES (27)

Ez,s,τ ·24
ES = Ez,s,0ES . (28)

The balance of hydrogen flows of P2P system is achieved
by (29). The outflow hydrogen of the P2P system is divided
to two parts. One part is used to supply the electrical demand
via fuel cell systems and rest of hydrogen is used to supply
hydrogen demand of HRSs. Equation (30) and Equation (31)
limit the charge and discharge power constraints of P2P system,
respectively. Equation (31) defines maximum hydrogen flow
limitation of pipelines. The hydrogen deliver cannot exceed
the maximum capacity of HRSs. The flow rate of pipelines
is assumed to be the constant value based on the parameters
of pipelines. Equation (32) limits the minimum and maximum
stored hydrogen level of P2P system. Constraints (33) ensures
energy balance in multidays, as the maximum discharging du-
ration may exceed 24 h

Ez,s,t+1
ES = Ez,s,tES + P z,s,tCh · ηsin ·Δt− P z,s,tDis ·Δt

ηsout

− Hz,s,t
Dis ·Δt
ηzpipe

(29)

{
0 ≤ P z,s,tCh ≤ Gz,sES,p

0 ≤ P z,s,tDis ≤ Gz,sES,p

(30)

0 ≤ Hz,s,t
Dis ≤ min

(
ffr

(
Gz,rpipe

)
, GzHRS

)
(31)

Gz,sES,E · εES ≤ Ez,s,tES ≤ Gz,sES,E · εES (32)

Ez,s,τ ·24
ES = Ez,s,0ES . (33)

The balance of hydrogen flows of HRSs is calculated by
(34). The difference between the inflow from P2G systems
and consumed hydrogen from FCEVs is stored in the HRSs.
Equation (35) works as a constraint that limits the maximum
amount of hydrogen injection into the FCEVs. Equation (36)
ensures that the hydrogen stored level of HRSs is constrained
within energy stored capacity. Equation (37) ensures that the
planning capacity of HRS needs to exceed the daily hydrogen
demand of FCEVs

Qz,t+1
HRS = Qz,tHRS +

Hz,s,t
Dis

feH2
·Δt−

∑
v∈ΨFCEV

z

Qz,v,tFCEV

ηvEV

·Δt (34)

0 ≤
∑

v∈ΨFCEV
z

Qz,v,tFCEV ≤ GzHRS (35)

εHRS ·GzHRS ≤ Qz,tHRS ≤ GzHRS · εHRS (36)

GzHRS ≤
∑

v∈ΨFCEV
z

Qz,v,tFCEV, ∀t ∈ [1, 24] . (37)

The storage system can provide spinning reserve. Constraint
(38) ensures that the upward reserve of energy storages should
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be below maximum capacity minus actual output, and the
downward reserve of energy storages should be below actual
output. Constraint (39) and (40) limits operation region when
upward/downward reserve are provided for energy storages{

0 ≤ P z,s,tDis,up ≤ Gz,sES,p − P z,s,tDis

0 ≤ P z,s,tCh,down ≤ P z,s,tCh

(38)

⎧⎨
⎩
Gz,sES,E · εES ≤ Ez,s,tES +

(
P z,s,tCh − P z,s,tCh,down

)
· ηsin ·Δt

Gz,sES,E · εES ≥ Ez,s,tES − (P z,s,t
Dis +P z,s,t

Dis,up)
ηsout

·Δt
(39)⎧⎨

⎩
Ez,s,tES +

(
P z,s,tCh −P z,s,tCh,down

)
ηsinΔt−Hz,s,t

Dis Δt

ηzpipe
≤ Gz,sES,EεES

Ez,s,tES − (P z,s,t
Dis +P z,s,t

Dis,up)Δt
ηsout

− Hz,s,t
Dis Δt

ηzpipe
≥ Gz,sES,EεES

.

(40)

F. Modeling Transportation Demands and Charging
Dynamics

This article investigates the technical and economic potential
of BEVs and FCEVs to meet both mobility travel demands
and CO2 emission constraints. The electricity/hydrogen demand
from BEVs and FCEVs are then added to the electricity grid.
This article utilizes the National Household Travel Survey, in-
cluding driving periods (times of departure and arrival), distance
traveled, dwell time, purposes of the trip, and dwell locations,
to simulate the charging flexibility of BEVs [29]. A car has two
states, driving on the road and parking in the place. Suppose
a car is driving and consequently not connected to the power
grid. The parking locations are summarized into three categories,
namely home, workplace, and public place. The probability of
parking a certain type of location for a car during an average day
of the year is summarized based on the survey [30], [31]. The
dwell location determines the charging rates and the density
of charging stations. The density of charging stations is the
probability of finding a charging station in a specific type of
parking location. It is assumed that the charging rate, nominal
charging power of charging stations (kW), is the same at the
same parking location to simplify the model.

Based on the abovementioned analyses, the available charging
power of vehicles in each dwell location at each time slot is
determined. However, the charging decision also depends on
the state of charging (SOC) of vehicles with a battery. It is
assumed that vehicles start with full SOC in each several days,
as vehicle ranges can meet several days’ travel demands on
a full charge. Battery SOC will decrease when travel occurs
and increase when charging occurs. The battery SOC must be
limited in a reasonable range, such as [0.2, 1]. The two charging
strategies of BEVs including the unmanaged charging strategy
and the smart charging strategy are studied. In the unmanaged
charging strategy, once the vehicle plugs in the charging stations,
the vehicle starts to charge immediately at the charging rate of the
charging station, and it stops either when its departures or when
the battery SOC is full. In the smart charging strategy, BEVs
can optimize their charging power and time while meeting daily
energy demand. The available charging power upper of BEVs is

determined by dwell location, dwell time, and SOC upon arrival,
as discussed previously. Charging losses are applied to reflect
more realistic operation conditions. The charging flexibility of
vehicles satisfies the constraints on the power supply side and
grid network congestion.

There are different driving characteristics for various vehi-
cle categories, such as dwell time, dwell location, daily dis-
tance traveled (km/day), fuel economy (kWh/km), and many
others. The vehicle trips are aggregated by vehicle category
based on vehicle weights: light-duty vehicles (LDV) (0–8 500
lbs.), light-heavy duty vehicles (LHDV) (8 501–14 000 lbs.),
medium-heavy duty vehicles (HDV) (14 001–33 000 lbs), and
heavy-heavy duty vehicles (HHDV) (>33 000 lbs) [32].

In the unmanaged charging strategy of BEVs, the hourly
charging demand of a BEV fleet is simulated based previously
discussed. Then, the hourly charging demand of BEVs is exoge-
nously added to the hourly demand of the power grid based on
the total BEV fleet population

P z,v,tEV = Nz,v · EVDhz,v,tEV , v ∈ ψBEV
z . (41)

In the smart charging strategy of BEVs, the charging dynamic
process of BEVs can be formulated as follows:

Ez,v,tEV =Ez,v,t+1
EV +P z,v,tEV ηvEVΔt−PVDTz,v,tEV VDTvEVfcrvΔt

(42)

εEV ·Nz,v · EnerEVvEV ≤ Ez,v,tEV ≤ εEV ·Nz,v · EnerEVvEV

(43)

0≤P z,v,tEV ≤Nz,v ·
∑
p

ProLocv,p,tEV · CPEVv,pEV · CapEVSEv,pEV

(44)∑
p

ProLocav,p,tEV = 1 − PVDTz,v,tEV (45)

Ez,v,0EV = Ez,v,α·24
EV (46)

where (42) represents the dynamic energy balance of BEVs. The
percent of daily VDT of various vehicle categories is derived
from Fig. 2. Equation (43) asserts that the cumulative charging
energy must be between the upper and lower energy boundaries.
Equation (44) only allows charging within the maximum aggre-
gated charging power rate constraints and does not allow energy
back to the grid. Equation (46) makes sure that a vehicle starts
with full SOC every τ day.

One advantage of FCEVs is faster refueling time over BEVs.
The hydrogen demands of FCEVs are supplied by HRSs, where a
typical HRS today has a capacity from 100 to 1500 kg/day. HRSs
are supplied by truck trailers or pipelines from central hydrogen
production sources. The capacity of HRSs is planned to meet
the hourly hydrogen demand of FCEVs. The average hourly
hydrogen dispensing profiles of HRSs for a demonstration in
California held by the National Fuel Cell Research Center [33],
as shown in Fig. 3. The profiles have the average daily demand
of 210 kg/day.
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Fig. 2. Percent of daily VMT distribution by vehicle category.

Fig. 3. Average hourly dispensing profiles for a HRS in all years. The HRS
has a capacity of 360 kg/day for receiving hydrogen from a 250 kg tube trailer.

IV. DATA AND SCENARIOS

A. Power System Data

The model is applied to the U.S. State of Texas served by
the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT) that man-
ages the flow of electric power to Texas customers, covering
approximately 90% of the state’s electricity load. ERCOT is
largely electrically isolated from the rest of North America and
is modeled as an isolated grid [34].

Geographically, there are eight load zones that are consistent
with the ERCOT’s eight weather zones, namely, South, South
Central, Coast, East, West, Far West, North, and North Central.
The electricity transmission network is adapted from the existing
U.S. test systems [35]. Each transmission line has a nominal
capacity limitation. In the planning process, IPTS can expand
its capacity. Transmission losses with 1% per 100 miles are
considered. The long-distance inter-regional transmission lines
with 345 kV are applied for each load zone. The capital cost

TABLE I
TECHNO-ECONOMIC ASSUMPTIONS FOR GENERATION TECHNOLOGIES

Notes: There are three values in a single cell for capital cost, in which they refer to cost
scenario in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

of transmission lines is assumed to be $2,333/MW-mile for
345 kV [36].

Regarding to the generation capacity and renewable gener-
ation profiles, in 2018, the total capacity was 86.6 GW, and
total generation was 376 000 GWh. Natural gas- and coal-fired
generators are assumed dispatchable and their information are
obtained from Form EIA-860 and EIA-923 data [37]. The gener-
ation profiles of nuclear, biomass, hydropower, solar, and wind
units are fixed based on historical hourly generation profiles. The
historical hourly power profiles for operational wind, 30.9 GW
of hypothetical wind, 5.9 GW of hypothetical utility-scale solar
for the period of 1980 through 2019 are obtained from the ER-
COT [38]. The potential wind and solar capacity are scaled to 300
GW and 50 GW to realize a zero-emission scenario. The hourly
historical load demand is obtained from ERCOT. Moreover, the
gas-fired power plant with carbon capture and storage (CCS)
can be built in future. Table I summarizes technical parameters
and cost assumptions of power generation plants.

Regarding to the energy storage technologies, this article
proposes two energy storage technology option: Li-ion-based
(short-term energy storage) and hydrogen-based (long-term en-
ergy storage) storage systems. Fuel cells have the potential
to replace the internal combustion engine in vehicles and to
provide power in stationary and portable power applications
because they are energy efficient, clean, and fuel flexible [39],
[40]. Fuel cell systems are selected to generate electricity using
hydrogen, and Polymer Electrolyte Membrane electrolyzers are
selected to produce hydrogen. Hydrogen delivery transforms
hydrogen from central production to the point of use in fuel
cell systems or HRSs. Typical hydrogen pipeline network with
different diameter are designed in this article [1] (see Table II).
The distance from P2G system to HRSs is assumed to be 100
km in each zone. The capital cost estimates of hydrogen delivery
are obtained from the Hydrogen Geologic Storage Model [25].
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TABLE II
TECHNO-ECONOMIC ASSUMPTIONS FOR PIPELINES

TABLE III
TECHNO-ECONOMIC ASSUMPTIONS FOR ENERGY STORAGE TECHNOLOGIES

TABLE IV
VEHICLE PARAMETERS

Note: Unit of fuel economy of vehicle is [gallon gasoline/km] for ICEV, [kWh/100 km]
for BEV, and [kg H2/km] for FCEV.
There are three values in a single cell for capital cost, in which they refer to 2020, 2035,
and 2050.

Corresponding parameters of considered storage technologies
are shown in Table III [41], [42].

B. Transportation System Data

The vehicle trips are aggregated by vehicles category: LDV,
LHDV, MHDV, and HHDV. The national vehicle stock by fuel
type is obtained from the Bureau of Transportation Statistics
[43]. The number of vehicles by load zone is estimated based on
the population. The vehicle population ratio by vehicle category
is used to estimate vehicle population by vehicle category in
Texas. The vehicle number in Texas is regarded as the planning
upper limitation for ICEVs, BEVs, and FCEVs.

Vehicle parameters such as purchase costs, fixed O&M cost,
and fuel economy, are shown in Table IV [44]. Retail prices of
commercial truck are obtained from the commercial truck trade
website [45]. The retail price of BEVs and FCEVs are obtained
from the MARKAL model dataset [46] and a wide range of
credible sources. The fuel economy of vehicles is obtained
from the U.S. Department of Energy [47]. The maximum and

TABLE V
VEHICLE PARAMETERS

Notes: EMFAC: Emissions Factor model that provides tools and data to generate the
official emissions inventories of mobile sources in California.

TABLE VI
HYDROGEN REFUELING STATION COSTS

Notes: HRS and EV charging infrastructure are assumed to have an economic lifetime
of 30 years and their OPEX is assumed to be 5% of the CAPEX.

TABLE VII
ELECTRICITY VEHICLE CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE IN US

minimum fuel economy values are applied to lower and upper
values for the sensitivity analyses on BEVs and FCEVs. The
battery capacity/fuel tank capacity of vehicles is determined
by their range and fuel economy (see Table V). A 100-mile
range is approximately equivalent to a hydrogen tank capacity
of 1.6 kg H2 for LDVs, 4 kg H2 for LHDVs, 6 kg H2 for
MHDVs, 6.9 kg H2 for HHDVs. The average daily VMT for
each vehicle category is compared to existing literature estimates
(see Table V). It is assumed that the VMT of BEVs and FCEVs
is the same as the ICEVs.

After hydrogen is transformed from a central production
plant to the city, additional hydrogen refueling stations need
to be constructed for the wide-spread adoption of FCEVs. It is
assumed that all refueling stations are centered in a single point.
HRSs receive compressed hydrogen from a centralized, already
operational production facility. Cost data for HRS and hydrogen
transmission are obtained from the IEA (2019) [41], [48]–[49]
(see Table VI).

Table VII summarizes basic information regarding different
charging piles [50]. California survey shows that 44% of electric
vehicle drivers use charging level 1, 35% of electric vehicle
drivers use charging level 2, and 11% of electric vehicle drivers
use charging level 3 [51]. This utilization ratio of charging piles
is used to estimate the needs of charging infrastructures of LDVs
and density of charging stations in a certain type of location. For
other vehicle categories, they highly rely on public charging piles
with charging level 3, as they have a higher energy demand than
LDVs. It is assumed that the ratio between charging piles with
charging level 3 and the BEVs of non-LDVs is 0.26:1 to allow
them to charge vehicles during dwell times.
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TABLE VIII
SCENARIO DESCRIPTIONS

Texas Travel Survey Program dataset is selected, as the Texas
dataset has vehicle samples for vehicle types with detailed trip
data, including a driving period (times of departure and arrival),
distance traveled, dwell time, the purpose of the trip, and dwell
locations [52].

C. Scenarios

To investigate the optimal IPTS capacity, transmission, and
vehicle population mix as determined in the proposed model. A
set of scenarios are conducted, as shown in Table VIII. The
combined scenario decarbonizes integrated power and trans-
portation sectors, where the total CO2 emissions of power and
transportation sectors are constrained by the single CO2 emis-
sion cap. However, in the separately planning scenarios, CO2

emissions of power and transportation sectors are separately
constrained by CO2 emission caps. The combined-with-P2G
and separately-with-P2G are conducted to compare the different
decarbonization trajectories of IPTS. CO2 emission caps are
designed to linearly reduce from 100% (100% renewable elec-
tricity) to 0% (no carbon cap) at an interval of 10%. Business as
usual (BAU) scenario without carbon cap constraint shows cur-
rent operating characteristics of IPTS. Moreover, the comparison
with the combined-no-P2G and combined-with-P2G scenarios
highlights the impacts of P2G in decarbonizing IPTS by inte-
grating power and transportation system through using excess
RES generation. To make smart charging strategy more realistic,
it is assumed that the participation rate of vehicles to participate
in smart charging program is 50%. All technology costs and
parameter estimates are exogenous to keep the simplicity of
the calculation. The mathematical model and data processing
are implemented and simulated using MATLAB, YALMIP, and
GUROBI.

V. CASE STUDY

A. Comparison of Carbon Intensity and Costs Between
Coordinated and Separated Planning Scenarios

Fig. 4 shows the trajectories of CO2 emission intensity in
IPTS in different carbon caps. Under the combined-with-P2G
scenario, with a strict CO2 emission cap, the power sector
begins to decarbonize first, and the CO2 emission intensity of the
transportation system only begins to decline slightly around the
30% CO2 emission cap scenario. When the CO2 emission cap is
larger than 40%, the CO2 emission intensity of the transportation
system decreases rapidly from 260 gCO2/km in the 40% carbon
cap to 105 gCO2/km in 70% carbon cap. Meanwhile, the CO2

emission intensity of the power system is 85 gCO2/kWh in the

Fig. 4. Carbon intensity of the power and transportation systems under the
combined-with-P2G and separately-with-P2G scenarios. The CO2 emission
intensity of the power system is the ratio of CO2 emissions from electricity
generations (g CO2/kWh). The CO2 emission intensity of the transportation
system is the ratio of CO2 emissions when operating vehicles (g CO2/km), in
which cover tank-to-wheel stage.

70% carbon cap, an 83% reduction compared with the BAU
scenario. Conversely, under the separately-with-P2G scenario,
the CO2 emission intensity of the power and transportation
system will decrease proportionally at the same time with strict
CO2 emission constraints. This is because zero-emission vehi-
cles highly rely on electricity or hydrogen produced by P2G
units, increasing corresponding CO2 emissions from the power
systems. This decarbonization sequence, advancing from the
power sector to the transportation sector over time, is consistent
with current policies and the notion that transportation exhibits
strong carbon lock-in.

Fig. 5 illustrates the breakdown of annual IPTS costs un-
der the combined-with-P2G and separately-with-P2G scenarios
with different carbon caps. The annual economic value of the
existing infrastructure of power and road transportation systems
is $17.38 billion and $55.82 billion, respectively. The power
system infrastructure (power plants and transmission grid) rep-
resents 45% of the total CO2 emissions of IPTS, but less than
23.75% of the total estimated economic value of the existing
infrastructure. On the contrary, the road transportation system
(different types of vehicles) with high capital costs and short
lifetimes, represents 76.25% of the total estimated economic
value of existing infrastructures and 55% of total CO2 emissions
of IPTS. Moreover, if incorporating operating costs (fuel cost,
fixed O&M costs, et al.) in IPTS, the annual total costs of the road
transportation system represent 86% of the total costs of IPTS.
This analysis highlights the disproportionality of CO2 emissions
per unit economic value and is consistent with the findings of
decarbonization sequence in Fig. 4.

Currently, replacing the over 20 million ICEVs on the road and
almost 64.5% coal and gas generation in Texas will be a tough
challenge. The BAU scenario without carbon cap and 100%
renewable electricity scenario result in annual total IPTS costs
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Fig. 5. Breakdown of the annual IPTS cost under the combined-with-P2G
scenario (left) and separately-with-P2G scenario (right). Sunk cost summarizes
the annual capital cost of all types of generation technologies. Operation cost
summarizes the fuel cost and variable costs of electricity generation. Startup
cost includes startup cost of thermal generators. FOM cost includes fixed O&M
costs of all type pf generation technologies. Transmission lines summarizes the
annual capital cost of transmission line networks. Wind INV summarizes new
wind investment costs. Solar INV summarizes new solar PV investment costs.
Gas-CCS is new gas-CCS investment costs. Vehicle INV summarizes the annual
capital cost of all types of vehicles. Vehicle Fuel includes gasoline fuel costs of
ICEV. EVSE INV includes investment costs of HRS and charging piles. Li-ion
INV is investment costs of BESS. H2 INV is investment coat of hydrogen P2G
systems.

of approximately $184.6 billion and $229.6 billion, respectively.
The increase in system costs mainly results from the purchase
costs of BEVs and FCEVs, corresponding charging/refueling
infrastructure costs, and investment costs of renewables and
energy storage. Moreover, adopting the coplanning method
under the combined-with-P2G scenario can save annual total
cost ranging from 0 to 2% under various CO2 emission caps.
The cost benefits of the proposed coordinated planning model
mainly occur in high-proportion emission reduction scenarios.
This indicates a negligible cost-saving benefits compared with
the separately-with-P2G scenario. This is because the proposed
model does not consider the replacement costs of replacing
existing ICEVs and consumers’ willingness to purchase BEVs
or FCEVs that are affected by many factors, such as purchase
cost, vehicle range, EVSE, financial incentives, individual en-
vironmental awareness. The analysis reveals that union climate
policies and actions in IPTS may be cost-effective and produce
an optimal trajectory for the IPTS.

B. Generation and Capacity Mix of Power System

Under the BAU scenario, ERCOT has over 103 GW of in-
stalled capacity, composed of 52.2% natural gas, 23.1% wind,
15.5% coal, 5.0% nuclear, and other sources. Fig. 6 shows the
optimal installed capacity in various carbon caps. Gas-CCS will
be installed to provide IPTS quick ramping up/down reserve
at low CO2 emissions when the CO2 emission reduction is
between 70% and 90%. The share of Gas-CCS capacity in total

Fig. 6. Installed capacity under the combined-with-P2G scenario (left) and
separately-with-P2G scenario (right).

Fig. 7. Generation mixes under the combined-with-P2G scenario (left) and
separately-with-P2G scenario (right). There is no item of P2G and BESS
generation because the generation of P2G and BESS comes from the power
grid produced by excess renewable generation.

capacity is less than 1% across scenarios due to its higher capital
costs. The Gas-CCS will not work during a 100% renewable
electricity scenario. The existing coal and natural gas generation
capacity will remain to meet the planning reserve constraint that
maintains system generation adequacy requirement. Without
any added RES generation capacity, IPTS of Texas could achieve
20% CO2 emissions reductions through fuel switching. With
the increasing CO2 emission reduction requirements, replacing
coal generation with gas generation is adopted first to meet CO2

emission reduction targets (see Fig. 7). In Fig. 7, under the
combined-with-P2G scenario, coal generation will decrease dra-
matically from 140 TWh under without carbon cap constraints
to approximately 1.0 TWh under the 20% carbon cap. While gas
generation still plays an important role before the 80% carbon
reduction ratio. Especially, the share of gas generation in total
generation accounts for over 69% under the 30% carbon cap
under the separately-with-P2G scenario. It is consistent with
the near-term trends in the US, in which natural gas generation
exceeded coal generation in 2015.
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Fig. 8. Installed capacity under the combined-with-P2G scenario (left) and
combined-no-P2G scenario (right).

The main drivers for generation capacity, energy storage, and
transmission grid are increasing carbon caps and energy demand
from mobility. The IPTS prefers to installing wind plants to re-
place coal and gas generation due to its lower levelized cost of en-
ergy (LCOE) relative to solar PV. Under the combined-with-P2G
scenario, wind capacity increases from 23.9 GW without carbon
cap to 143.5 GW with zero-emission constraint, accounting for
approximately 40.2% of the total capacity. Solar PV installed
capacity reaches its peak (50 GW) earlier under 80% carbon
reduction requirement. The share of wind and solar PV power
in total generation mixes increases from 22.4% without carbon
cap to 93.3% in 100% carbon reduction requirements. There is
a significant gap between the current 30.9 GW of hypothetical
wind and 5.9 GW of hypothetical utility-scale solar and optimal
capacity mixes in the Texas.

Similar results are found in the Texas case study from
Arbabzadeh et al. [53], in which adding 60 GW of renewable
to Texas could achieve 57% emission reductions in 2012. In our
case study, adding a total of 78 GW wind and solar PV to Texas
could achieve 60% CO2 emission reductions in 2018 under the
combined-with-P2G scenario. This is because the IPTS needs
to meet not only electricity demand, but also mobility energy
demand from BEV and FCEV.

C. Impact of Hydrogen P2G System on Renewable
Curtailment and Capacity Mix

To investigate the impact of hydrogen P2G systems on re-
newable curtailment and optimal capacity mix, two scenarios,
the combined-with-P2G, and combined-no-P2G scenarios are
compared. The capacity mixes with and without access to
hydrogen P2G systems are compared in Fig. 8. Without any
access to energy storage, IPTS of Texas could achieve 70%
CO2 emission reductions, through the large-scale deployment
of RESs, Gas-CCS, and BEVs.

The integration of P2G system produces significant results
compared with the scenario without P2G system. First, the cur-
tailment of RES generation reduces significantly. For instance,
for the combined-no-P2G scenario, despite the significant de-
ployment of short-term storage capacity (Li-ion BESS of 76

Fig. 9. Curtailment of wind and solar PV (left vertical axis) and curtailment
rate of wind and solar PV (right vertical axis) under the combined-with-P2G
(left) and combined-no-P2G scenario (right).

GW/760 GWh, or ∼ 18.5% of total installed capacity) in 100%
carbon cap, the curtailment rate of total wind and solar PV
generation would be approximately 28.8% as wind and solar
PV are largely deployment (see Fig. 9). On the contrary, adding
hydrogen P2G systems (40 GW/4377 GWh) and Li-ion BESS
(20 GW/39 GWh) declines RES curtailment by approximately
93% under the combined-with-P2G scenario, compared with the
combined-no-P2G scenario (see Fig. 9). The results indicate that
increasing the penetration rate of RESs enables hydrogen P2G
systems more cost-effective. Second, hydrogen P2G enables
coupling power and transportation systems. This is because
excess RES generation can be used to produce hydrogen to
meet FCEV’s fuel demand or meet the electricity demand of the
power system. Additionally, deployment of P2G system under
the combined-with-P2G scenario could reduce RES capacity
requirement by 13.4% in 100% renewable electricity system
relative to the combined-no-P2G scenario.

D. Hourly Dispatch of IPTS

The hourly power balances for 12 consecutive days under the
0% carbon cap, zero-emission scenario with and without P2G
system are compared in Fig. 10. The peak electricity demand
is 63.2 GW under the BAU scenario. Gas-fired generation is
widely used to meet peak loads under the BAU scenario, as
shown in Fig. 10(a). Large-scale deployment of RES generation
capacity, BEV, and FCEVs results in significantly different oper-
ating characteristics, such as load balancing, peak demand, and
flexibility requirements. The power demand from the growing
BEV and FCEV fleet results in a significant increase in peak
demand. In Fig. 10(b), additionally, the maximum charging
demand from BEV is 51 GW. When added BEV-HHDV under
the combined-no-P2G scenario, additionally maximum peak
demand from BEV increases to be 60 GW, as shown in Fig. 10(c).

In this article, participation rate of vehicles to participate in
smart charging program is assumed to be 50%. Charging demand
of controllable BEVs is optimized to shift to OFF-peak hours to
charge with surplus wind generation, because total net peak load
determines the minimum planning for dispatchable generation
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Fig. 10. In total, 12 consecutive days of simulated hours. (a) 0% CO2 cap;
(b) 100% CO2 cap with P2G; (c) 100% CO2 cap without P2G scenario.

capacity and hourly spinning reserve capacity requirements. In
the proposed model, the BEVs charging rates are limited by
charging flexibility, including dwell time and locations, and
charging infrastructure capabilities and availability. The results
reveal that as the power sector incorporates more charging
demand from BEVs, charging infrastructures will become more
important to allow BEVs to respond quickly from electricity
price signal and regulation signal so that coordinated charging
strategy can be aligned with a high penetration level of renewable
energy sources.

Based on hourly optimized dispatch results of IPTS, the SOC
curve of BESS and hydrogen P2G system are illustrated in
Fig. 11. Li-ion-based BESS with short discharging hours has
more intraday fluctuations than the corresponding SOC curve of
P2G system, as P2G system has more longer discharging hour
of 108 h than BESS discharging hour of approximately 2 h. Hy-
drogen produced by P2G units using surplus renewables power
can be transformed for transportation fuels of FCEV-HHDVs,
the residual hydrogen is used to discharge to satisfy daily power
imbalances in the ninth and twelfth days, in which the days have
lower RES generation.

E. Transportation System

BEVs and FCEVs with no operating emissions and, thus,
offer the significant potential to reduce CO2 emissions from
road mobility. The vehicle population mix and penetration rate

Fig. 11. Normalized SOC of energy storage systems under the combined-
with-P2G scenario.

Fig. 12. Vehicle population mix (left vertical axis) and penetration rate of total
BEV and FCEV fleet (right vertical axis); (a) combined-with-P2G scenario;
(b) separately-with-P2G scenario.

of BEV and FCEV fleet in different CO2 emission caps under
the combined-with-P2G and separately-with-P2G scenarios is
shown in Fig. 12. The transportation sector’s vehicle population
mix is not likely to undergo major change without CO2 emission
cap constraints if there is no action in decreasing the purchase
costs of alternative fuel vehicles. For instance, Fig. 12(a) reveals
that BEV-LHDV is deployed first to replace ICEV-LHDV to
reduce CO2 emissions of the road transportation system when
the carbon cap is larger than 20%. When the carbon cap is
70%, almost all ICEV-LHDV is replaced by BEV, reaching 9.37
million units. Meanwhile, almost all ICEV-MHDV is replaced
by BEV, reaching 0.46 million units. When the carbon cap is
90%, BEV-LDV begins to be deployed to replace ICEV-LDV.
ICEV-LDV of 5.78 million is replaced by BEV under the 90%
carbon cap constraints. ICEV-HHDV is the hardest vehicle type
to be decarbonized during all types of vehicles.

Additionally, under the combined-with-P2G scenario, the
penetration rate of BEV and FCEV fleet will increase signifi-
cantly from 11.8% under the 40% carbon cap to 100% under
100% carbon cap. However, the penetration rate of BEV and
FCEV begins to increase almost proportionally from 7.8% in
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10% carbon cap. The analysis indicate coordinated planning
method for IPTS will switch the merit order between the power
and transportation system.

The heavy-duty long-haul drive segment, including trucks and
buses, offer strong prospects for hydrogen FCEVs, as it requires
long-range and high fuel demands. Under the combined-with-
P2G scenario, the ICEV-HHDV will be replaced by FCEV-
HHDV during 100% renewable electricity, indicating FCEV-
HHDV tend to be more competitive against BEV-HHDV. The
number of FCEV-HHDV is 0.24 million units, leading to daily
hydrogen demand of 3.6 million kg (P2G system of 1 MW
with efficiency of 51.2 kWh/kg H2 can produce maximum 436
kg hydrogen per day). To corporate with the use of FCEV,
the roll-out of P2G system, hydrogen deliver networks, and
HRSs are key requirements for systems. For instance, there are
equivalent 1 800 HRSs, each of them has a capacity of 1 000
kg H2/day. The total investment cost to build these 1 800 HRSs
will be USD 3.24 billion. To meet the needs of growing FCEVs,
policymakers should pay attention to refueling infrastructures
at the right time, as hydrogen fueling infrastructures are less
common.

VI. CONCLUSION

As the large-scale deployment of BEVs and FCEVs in road
transportation system, the power system, and road transportation
system are increasing interweaving with each other. A coordi-
nated long-term planning model for the integrated power and
road transportation system is proposed to investigate the cost-
effective decarbonization pathway incorporating hydrogen P2G
systems. The model is based on ERCOT of Texas and considers
energy demand of road transportation system involving different
vehicle types and fuel types.

The IPTS of Texas shows different decarbonization trajectory
toward zero-emissions scenario compared with noncoordinated
planning model of IPTS. The optimal decarbonization pathway
includes two main stages: IPTS prefers to decarbonizing the
power sector first through fuel switching, deployment of RESs
and energy storage systems. When the power system reaches
ultralow carbon intensity, the IPTS then focus on the road trans-
portation system decarbonization through replacement ICEV by
BEV and FCEV fleet.

For the power system, wind capacity contributes a major
source for generation mix resulting from its lower LCOE and
rich wind generation potential in Texas relative to solar PV. The
results show P2G system has a significant role in decarbonizing
IPTS through greater use of excess RESs. Without P2G system,
massive RES deployment is requirement due to higher RES
curtailments. In Texas, P2G system deployment yields 93% RES
curtailment reduction compared with no-P2G case under 100%
renewable electricity. Additionally, the results show the role of
P2G system in integrating power and road transportation system.
At very high-RES penetrations, P2G system can produce hydro-
gen by use of surplus RES generation to meet hydrogen demand
of FCEVs and to meet multiday electricity supply imbalances.

For the road transportation sector, conventional heavy-duty
long-haul vehicles, like trucks and buses, are the hardest vehicle

type to be shifted to zero-emission vehicles (BEVs and FCEVs).
Private transportation, like light-duty vehicles, are transmitted to
BEVs. In segments such as heavy-duty, long-haul trucking, new
technology breakthroughs and cost reduction for zero-emission
vehicles will be required to sufficiently decrease CO2 emissions.
Optimized charging demand profiles of BEVs are crucial to
grid operation with a high penetration level of renewable energy
sources.

The method to model decarbonization strategies in several
energy system sectors in this article demonstrates the benefits
from coordination between electricity and transport sectors in
regional scale. While the coordinated planning of decarboniza-
tion strategies in different sectors of the energy system can
increase cost- and resource efficiency, it is important to have
functioning communication and collaboration between various
stakeholders. Therefore, to promote the climate movement, it is
important to call on the government to have greater ambitions
to establish a cross departmental and cross-party low-carbon
planning and implementation department. China established the
“Carbon Peak and Carbon Neutrality Work Leading Group” in
2021 to guide and supervise localities and key areas, industries,
and enterprises to scientifically set goals and plans to achieve
carbon peak in 2030 and carbon neutrality in 2060. The US
has the “House Select Committee on the Climate Crisis” that
is charged with coordinating and advancing policies, strategies,
and innovations to achieve substantial and permanent reductions
in pollution and other activities that contribute to the climate
crisis. Thus, it is important to have a functioning communication
and collaboration between various stakeholders.
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